
Team Project Instructions  

Game & Play Culture: Game Addiction  
 
Company Name: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Team Members:_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Team Mission: 

 Research and discuss differing opinions on video game addiction 
 and provide an operational definition of addiction. 

 Examine online digital worlds and the impact these worlds have on individuals and groups. 
 Describe the benefits of role-playing games (RPGs) and how humans acquire knowledge.   

 
Situation:   
Your company is being sued by the family of a young boy who played one of the video games that your 
company designed.  He played the game to the point of addiction.  The family is seeking $2,000,000 
dollars in damages for medical expenses including psychological counseling, and for future medical 
expenses and counseling related to the treatment of his addiction.   
 
To evaluate the claims made by the plaintiff (the family), your team has been assigned the important task 
of finding out information on video game addiction.  Research your assigned topic; more than one group 
will be assigned each topic to ensure that all necessary information is covered and the report is complete.  
This is a very serious assignment for your team – if the court rules in favor of the plaintiff, the financial 
burden on the company may force job cutbacks. 
 
How to Begin:  

 In groups of 2 - Use internet for your research.  Search phrase: Video Game Addiction.   
 Use textbook chapter 7 for your research and to clarify terminology. 

 
Presentation objectives:  
In PowerPoint: Create a title slide for each of the following topics- add additional slides to support slides. 

 Benefits of roleplaying games: include skill building or learning from play, personal entertainment, 
online economy, community building 

 3 of the following topics: addictive games, diagnosis, prevalence, causes, treatment, serious 
illnesses/death and popular culture. Teacher will assign topics to teams. 

 Final Slide(s) Balance and personal responsibility.  Form an opinion based on your team’s research 
and discussion of your topic on how balancing video game play and the personal responsibilities 
of the gamer played a role in causing the injuries to the boy.  Discuss the actions and inactions of 
the parent that helped lead to the addiction.  List any behaviors or interventions that should occur 
to prevent forming an addiction.   

Include: 
 Hyperlinks to reference materials 
 Sound, graphics, animations and slide transitions 
 NEW:  record narration and set the slideshow to run automatically. Use headset with microphone. 

 
 Victory Outcome: Present the team’s findings and opinion to the board of directors. 
             (Be prepared for questions & answer segment) 

 
* Grade for mission based on attached RUBRIC 

 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=video+game+Addiction+Funny&view=detailv2&&&id=C417A2A73AD5F08DA74ACC44C88193D3E0E2F473&selectedIndex=31&ccid=ctFkHIVF&simid=608011466643934074&thid=JN.UXNtD9uBujqYtKKGQPeb8A

